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Legend states when the King Arthur is needed most he will return. What if the legends are

wrong?Maggie Sanders gave six years and two feet of her now scarred and twisted body to the

United States Army. She received a thank you note and a discharge in return. Effectively booted to

the curb Maggie tries to pick up the pieces of her life until her revival is interrupted by one smoking

hot immortal.Arthur Pendragon, legendary King and military leader, has been trapped on the

mythical island of Avalon for 1500 years. When he is thrust from captivity to the modern world he

has to fight to stay there. Too bad for him, she has more fight than he anticipates. With the help of

Maggie and a teenage Merlin, Arthur sets out to end his torture and free the rest of his comrades

from imprisonment.
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The story was a quick read overall at about 150 pages. I liked the characters and the modern/time

travel slant that the author took with the story.King Author, Lady Gwen, Lancelot and some other

Knights of the Roundtable have been thrust in a limbo situation. All the other characters cannot

leave but Author is somehow transported magically to whoever "calls" him when they are in need.



As a result, he has seen the world in small snippets while he was outside in the modern world. Task

completed -- he returns to the state of in between a bitter man betrayed by his best friend Lancelot

and his queen, Gwen.That is until Maggie comes along. Maggie is a wounded warrior. A modern

day soldier who was hurt in the Middle East. Now returned and on the mend from her injuries, she

takes over her mother's bookstore. A lover of books at heart, Maggie begins to take stock of all the

books that are in the book store to see what she can move to her private collection. Spying an really

aged book, Maggie flips through it and accidentally cuts herself on a sharp piece of metal. Her finger

is pricked, blood is spilled onto the pages of the book and King Arthur is thrust into her life.And what

happens between them is...MAGICAL!I truly appreciated how the author modernized the story and

made it her own while staying true to some of the historical facets of the story. Oh and there is a

"Merlin" in this story, too. Verrrrry interesting how he is portrayed. I had to laugh at how the author

characterized him.All in all, a wonderfully quick and enjoyable read for anyone who enjoys time

travel romance.

I LOVE THIS BOOK!I had to say it twice.The Happy Ending That Arthur Deserves!Since watching

Merlin on BBC my Interest in The legends was rekindled, so when I saw this book was Monica's

take on the legend I knew that I had to read it and I am glad I did.Monica Corwin has portrayed

Arthur in a whole new light.I recommend this book to EVERYONE!5 MAGICAL EXCALIBUR

STARSI look forward to more .

I have always loved historical romance and adventure. As a girl of fifteen, I cast myself as the

heroine. I have enjoyed this book very much ... Thank you.

I always thought that King Arthur got a raw deal in all the stories-betrayed by both his best friend

and his supposedly perfect wife, and then ensuring the coup on his kingdom and final death after

the destruction of everything he believed in. This story rights that wrong and gives him a NEW with

a far better heroine/partner. Yea!I loved that Guinevere and Lancelot are portrayed not as the

romantic lovers but as a pathetic duo drowning in their own guilt over their betrayal of king, husband

and country.The only reason I downgraded my rating was for the use of the wrong words in many

locations; not enough to ruin the narration, but enough to give a pause as I mentally inserted the

correct word.I have already pre-order the next book to see how Lance and Gwen redeem

themselves.



What a surprising and quite interesting premise. I love this time travel story with Maggie of modern

times and King Arthur! Arthur and the other Knights of the Round Table are trapped on the mythical

island of Avalon and cannot leave. Only Arthur can be summoned if someone calls for him in a time

of need. Maggie, a modern day soldier was severely injured in the war in the mid-East. This is the

first book I've read by Monica Corwin and it was a wonderful read. The characters were marvelous,

but I especially loved Maggie for her strength. There is romance, trials, and humor in this

well-written story.

D'awww, this was a story that left me with the warm and fuzzies! Though I got a little lost at points

with the purpose behind the mirror, the characters were very well fleshed out, and I have to say,

Maggie's one of the best heroines I've seen in awhile. If you're a fan of King Arthur and crew, add

this to your collection!

Read this book in less than one day. I really enjoyed the storyline but I wish it was a bit more

fleshed out and longer. Overall though I am happy I read this. I really enjoyed Maggie and Arthur as

characters and It made me want to read King Arthur's story. It was exactly what I needed, a quick

fun read. I already preordered the second one. I'm excited to continue on with the story and I hope

we get more Maggie and Arthur.

Truly fun!! A seeming juxtaposition (a soldier wanting to run her own bookstore), a resolution to the

Arthur/Gwendolyn/Lancelot story, steamy scenes.. Loved it!!!
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